
Shade diameter (cm): 21
Shade height (cm): 26.5

46403057

Circus 21

Circus 21

Item number: 46403057 Rose
EAN: 5701581404182 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal
IP20, Class 2 (Double isolated), 230V 
Cord: 300 cm, White textile cable
Can the cable be replaced? No
E27, Max. 40W, Light source not included
 
Area: Indoor
Energy class A++ - D

Circus means circle and evokes memories of childhood circus perfor-
mances, where fascination and ease were keywords. The clear, beauti-
ful circular shapes have given the light fixture both its name and identity.  
The light fixture’s simplicity leaves a little to the imagination and unites 
the soft curves and the tight expression elegantly. 

This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes:

 A++

 A+

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Shade diameter (cm): 21
Shade height (cm): 26.5

46403006

Circus 21

Circus 21

Item number: 46403006 Blue
EAN: 5701581404083 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal
IP20, Class 2 (Double isolated), 230V 
Cord: 300 cm, White textile cable
Can the cable be replaced? No
E27, Max. 40W, Light source not included
 
Area: Indoor
Energy class A++ - D

Circus means circle and evokes memories of childhood circus perfor-
mances, where fascination and ease were keywords. The clear, beauti-
ful circular shapes have given the light fixture both its name and identity.  
The light fixture’s simplicity leaves a little to the imagination and unites 
the soft curves and the tight expression elegantly. 

This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes:

 A++

 A+

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Shade diameter (cm): 21
Shade height (cm): 26.5

46403003

Circus 21

Circus 21

Item number: 46403003 Black
EAN: 5701581403987 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal
IP20, Class 2 (Double isolated), 230V 
Cord: 300 cm, Black textile cable
Can the cable be replaced? No
E27, Max. 40W, Light source not included
 
Area: Indoor
Energy class A++ - D

Circus means circle and evokes memories of childhood circus perfor-
mances, where fascination and ease were keywords. The clear, beauti-
ful circular shapes have given the light fixture both its name and identity.  
The light fixture’s simplicity leaves a little to the imagination and unites 
the soft curves and the tight expression elegantly. 

This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes:

 A++

 A+

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Shade diameter (cm): 21
Shade height (cm): 26.5

46403001

Circus 21

Circus 21

Item number: 46403001 White
EAN: 5701581403888 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal
IP20, Class 2 (Double isolated), 230V 
Cord: 300 cm, White textile cable
Can the cable be replaced? No
E27, Max. 40W, Light source not included
 
Area: Indoor
Energy class A++ - D

Circus means circle and evokes memories of childhood circus perfor-
mances, where fascination and ease were keywords. The clear, beauti-
ful circular shapes have given the light fixture both its name and identity.  
The light fixture’s simplicity leaves a little to the imagination and unites 
the soft curves and the tight expression elegantly. 

This luminaire is 
compatible with bulbs of 
the energy classes:

 A++

 A+

 A
 B
 C
 D
 E

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com


